I. Introduction
With the extensive application of industrial robots in all walks of life, industrial robots Industrial robots optional one member of the teaching performance have higher requirements. Robot teaching system is an important tool to achieve human-computer interaction, robot control system is an integral part. Teach Android system compared to the traditional teaching system has more obvious advantages by installing software can teach this device as a teaching system to use. The traditional robot teaching system can only be taught on a specific device, the popularity is low, so the teaching system based on the Android platform to a large extent reduce the cost and improve the teaching system teaching system flexibility .
Software System Design
Industrial robot system comprising: a robot teaching three parts, controllers, robot body. The robot body and the control cabinet is connected by a cable to form a set of facilities, generally provided by the manufacturers. Teach and control host through WiFi connected, constitute a control system for independent research and development unit. Teach is the Android device, user input commands through the operation Task robot teaching device through WiFi wireless network transmission to the robot controller, thereby controlling the robot body to complete the corresponding task. General structure of the system as shown in Figure 1 . The teach pendant and robot controllers connected to the same WiFi network, the controller sends UDP packets per second, three times, and the current state of motion parameter data broadcasting robots and the like. Android client via UDP packet capture and resolve to get IP address of the server to establish a TCP connection to get an IP address. Once connected, Android device can send commands to the server and receive status data of the robot controller receives commands and parse conversions robot control command to control the robot motion or change the operating parameters of the robot. Figure 2 is a flow chart of operation of the system 
II. The main interface design
The teach pendant main function is to implement a program of teaching the robot to find the origin, program editing, and program execution functions. When the user opens the software into the main interface shown in Figure 3 . This interface, users can access important information by some robots top information bar icon above R, S, M represent the common state, state servo and motion state of the robot. Below is a privilege login button only when the user enters the correct password before you can use the Teach controlled movement of the robot. Below is a network connection button, teach with the robot controller via WiFi, the TCP / IP protocol to connect and communicate with each other. Thus, the connection interface, users can enter the address of the current robot controller is connected, when the robot successfully connected the button will display the corresponding robot controller information. The centerpiece is a pose is displayed parts in this section can display the current position of each axis of the robot and velocity information. The last button is a software switch button, exit the software when the button is clicked. The right of the interface is the teach function buttons, which is a program editing module, teaching modules and Looking for the origin. 
Looking for the origin
When the initial use of the teaching aid to the robot operation need to find the origin, to determine the location of each axis of the robot. The machine boot finished, click "search for the origin of" button, the mechanical arm shaft automatically find the origin, the interface will pop up not cancel display dialog box prompts are looking for the origin, in the left can see coordinate axis in change, wait for the end of the origin and left servo axis will become 0, is looking for the origin of the dialog will disappear and find the origin of the end.
Manual teaching module
In order to ensure the flexibility of the robot so that it can complete a variety of complex operations, designed robot programming language. The robot can be taught via teach programming, a control panel for the program to explain the job to achieve reproduction. Teach program throughout the entire process from the robot to teach reproduction, it plays a vital role. FlexPendant user manual teach-controlled robot to a particular location, the position coordinates of each robot axis write instruction; then, repeat the manual teaching and program instructions written until the completion of programming; Finally, teach program is downloaded to the next crew, auto-run program to teach reproducible teaching operation. Throughout the process, teaching mainly provides manual control interface for each axis and complete the program editing. Manual teaching interface shown in Figure 4 . Radiobutton in the software can choose different axes of the robot through the top, through the positive and negative direction buttons to control the movement of the robot axes. On the right by setting the step size and speed buttons change the current movement of the robot step length and speed. Click into the programming button to enter the program edit screen.
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Program editing module
Robot teaching and playback functions based teaching program for the carrier to achieve, so that the robot can teach the program flexibility to complete a variety of complex operations. When the user uses the teaching pendant can be taught, and the preparation of teaching program recording movement position of the robot, after teaching is completed, the teaching program is downloaded to the control panel, the control panel of the teach-in procedures for parsing and processing, and finally control actuator reproduce the teach-in procedure. To teach the program to support teaching and playback functions to achieve the process shown in Figure 5 . 
Communication module
Teach-based software system implementation Android, Android system itself a response to the interface have been restricted, the interface within 5 seconds the system will not respond to the prompt message. Communication is a very time-consuming function module, in order not to affect the response time of the interface, communication can be run in the background, Android's Service components can run in the background. Teach software as Android system application software layer, the programming language used is Java, Java language provides encapsulation Socket classes to implement TCP client communications, provide encapsulation DatagramSocket classes to implement UDP communication client. So teach software directly using the Socket and DatagramSocket classes to implement TCP and UDP communications client communication client, respectively. Figure 7 shows the TCP Server and teaching is shown in TCP client communication processes. Figure 8 . After controlling for a host server using datagram sockets to establish a communication server bound port number, UDP port number 3333 take. Not like the TCP communication as listening and waiting for a connection request, it can send data directly, and blocks reading. Teach uses the Java DatagramSocket establish communications client, using the connect function records the socket of the IP and port number, and send and receive data. 
III. Whole Test
In an industrial robot in a laboratory experiment, the experiment shown in Figure 9 internet. Teach and control systems are connected to WiFi, using the teaching pendant of the robot can accurately control the movement of the robot. During the experiment by changing the robot teaching system pose, speed and step length and other parameters, response and observation robot teaching system parameters display. The results of the surface of the teaching system can easily, quickly and accurately follow the instructions smooth robot motion. 
IV. Conclusion
From the experiment showed that the Android platform-based gesture control robot teaching system is accurate is simple, easy to carry, and low cost. Since the robot industry will be networked, intelligent development, mostly based teaching system Android platform is the future trend of development of the teaching system. Combining the Android programming, WiFi, information technology and numerical control technology, to achieve a multi-disciplinary, from the experimental point of view of the Android robot teaching system was exploratory study, from the technical level to prove the feasibility of the teaching system.
